
Dufour Yachts confirms the great dynamic development with the launch of a new Grand 
Large unit for 2019, the Dufour 390 Grand Large.

The Dufour 390 completes, without replacing, the actual models of the Dufour Grand 
Large range composed des D310 - D360 - D382 - D390 - D412 - D460 - D520.

The D390 is a brand new project, with a new hull generation, a new roof design, and the 
integration of high-end equipments and new on-board technology.

The complementary and flexible interior layouts options, as well adapted to the owners 
market as to the charters market, fits perfectly to the range.

The Dufour 390 Grand Large will be presented in World Premiere at the Cannes Yachting 
Festival 2018.
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New hull design - wink to Exclusive range

The 390 Grand Large presents the next generation of Dufour Grand Large hulls.
The signature of Umberto Felci, with the recent innovations inspired from the Dufour 
Exclusive range, is distinguished by the bulwarks integration and the magnificent hull 
recess. Furthermore, the important front volume and modern aft shines lines make this 
hull more spacious and performant.



New deck - modernity and functionality 

The new deck design is a prowess of balance between stunning aesthetic, correct di-
mension of each area and ingeniosity to integrate new functions. 
The roof proportions have evolved in comparison with Grand Large predecessors and 
now offer more interior space while conserving pleasant sidedeck width, as distinction 
value of Dufour sail yachts.



Interiors - Millesime 2019

The Dufour 390 benefits from all the Dufour Yacht know-how in terms of interior lay-
outs and finishing. It integers a solid and functional furnitures. The cabins and heads 
are spacious and dressed with top quality materials. The standard configuration has 
been highly upgraded with USB plugs, led lights and various accessories, as well as 
equipments, as shown by the capacity of  the water-boiler, increased from 20L to 40L.



Layouts and specifications

The Dufour 390 is proposed in 3 layout versions and 3 woods, Moabi, Oak and Teak.

3 cabins / 2 heads

2 cabins / 2 heads

3 cabins / 3 heads

General specifications 

Architect Felci Yacht Design

LOA 11,93 m

Hull lenght 11,19 m

Waterline lenght 10,50 m

Beam 3,99 m

Draft 1,90 m 

Displacement 7491 kg

Engine 30 cv (40 cv opt.)

Fuel capacity 200 L 

Water capacity 360 L 

Total sail area upwind 71 m2

Main sail 40 m2

Genoa 31 m2




